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Abstract
This paper explores the mathematical formulations of Fick and Maxwell-
Stefan diffusion in the context of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
cathode gas diffusion layers. Formulations of diffusion combined with
mass-averaged Darcy flow are considered for three component gases. Fick
formulations can be considered as approximations of Maxwell-Stefan in
a certain sense. For this application, the formulations can be compared
computationally in a simple, one dimensional setting. We observe that the
predictions of the formulations are very similar, despite their seemingly
different structure. Analytic insight is given to the result. In addition,
it is seen that for both formulations, diffusion laws are small perturba-
tions from bulk flow. The work is also intended as a reference to multi-
component gas diffusion formulations in the fuel cell setting.
1 Introduction
Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) are promising energy pro-
ducing electrochemical devices [15]. They are very efficient and are non-polluting,
having only water as a by-product, when pure Hydrogen is used as fuel. Re-
actant gases (oxidant on the cathode and hydrogen on the anode) are pumped
through these devices, often in small channels. From these channels, gases are
transported through Gas Diffusion Layers (GDL) to reactant sites in catalyst
layers. GDL can be made of teflonated carbon fibre paper. Because these layers
also often transport liquid water, they have also been called Porous Transport
Layers (PTL) [6]. Thus, models of PEMFC include a description of multi-
component gas flow in porous media. There are many computational models
describing aspects of fuel cell operation. We cite a two recent such models:
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[8] includes a Fick model of multi-component gas diffusion and [16] a Maxwell-
Stefan diffusion model. It is well known that (diagonal) Fick diffusion is an
approximation of Maxwell-Stefan diffusion and only coincides with it when the
molar masses and the binary diffusivities of the gas components are identical
[12]. However, in this research area it is known that the use of the Fick for-
mulation can lead to small errors in modelling transport in the cathode GDL
[9]. In this work, we compare the formulations in a simple, analytic framework
that is representative of dry cathode GDL transport. We show that the two
formulations do indeed give quite similar results, varying by only a few percent.
We give analytic insight into why the results are so similar even though the
structure of the formulations are so different.
Complete modelling of cathode GDL transport should include liquid water.
We consider dry transport to be able to focus on the question of “Fick versus
Stefan Maxwell” formulations, the purpose of this work. The two formulations
should give quite different results on the anode, where Hydrogen has a very
different molar mass and binary diffusivity, and is the majority phase if pure
Hydrogen is used. However, in this case, Hydrogen transport in dry gas is so
efficient it is rarely a limiting factor in PEMFC operation, which is why the
anode is not considered in this study. Hydrogen starvation due to blockage by
liquid water is quite significant, however, and can be a source of catalyst layer
degradation [5].
In section 2 below, we present a summary of formulations of (consistent)
Fick and Maxwell-Stefan diffusion. This is followed in section 3 by an applica-
tion to PEMFC Cathode GDL conditions, where it is seen that a diagonal Fick
approximation is appropriate. This is confirmed in a one-dimensional compu-
tational setting in section 4. All parameters used in the study are summarized
in table 1.
2 Formulations
2.1 Choice of unknowns
In this paper, we will model the concentration profiles within the gas diffusion
layer of the cathode with three gas species: O2, H2Ovap (water vapor), and N2.
Our model will be an isothermal (constant temperature), steady-state approxi-
mation to the concentration profiles of the gases. It is known that the time scale
for gas dynamics in GDLs is extremely fast [11] so the steady state assumption is
valid. The isothermal assumption is made just to simplify the presentation. We
will let C = (C1, C2, C3)
T be the vector representing the molar concentration of
the three gas species, where Ci represents the concentration of species i (i = 1
for Oxygen, i = 2 for water vapour, i = 3 for Nitrogen). We will also denote the
total concentration of all three gas species by ||C|| = C1+C2+C3. The concen-
trations have a bulk (mass-averaged) velocity U and have molar diffusive fluxes
J (in general nine scalar quantities, for each gas component in each coordinate
direction) relative to that velocity. For this application U will be determined
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by Darcy’s Law for porous media flow, described below. Conservation of each
component is expressed in the following three equations:
∇ · (CiU + Ji) = 0. (1)
Equivalently, we would define Qi = CiU + Ji, the total flux and write
∇ ·Qi = 0. (2)
We can also write the conservation of total mass
∇ · (ρU) = 0 (3)
where ρ is the mass density given by ρ = M1C1 +M2C2 +M3C3 where Mi is
the molar mass of species i. For (1) to be consistent with (3) we must have
M1J1 +M2J2 +M3J3 = 0 (4)
in each direction and for (2) to be consistent with (3)
M1Q1 +M2Q2 +M3Q3 = ρU. (5)
There are two formulations that can be used to describe the combined bulk
and diffusive transport of the three species. They are equivalent as long as the
consistency conditions above are met.
A: The three components of C are taken as unknowns with (1) or (2) as the
equations. The resulting total density satisfies (3) automatically.
B: Some choice of two components of C (say C1 and C2) and ρ are taken as
unknowns satisfying the corresponding two equations of (1) and (3). The
remaining third component
C3 = (ρ−M1C1 −M2C2)/M3 (6)
will automatically satisfy the remaining third equation of (1).
Typically, computer implementations have been made using the formulation
B above since the velocity U is used in total mass conservation (3) in many
commercial and freeware codes for fluid flow.
2.2 Diffusion
Maxwell-Stefan diffusion fluxes are determined by [13] (page 19)
∑
j
AijJj = ∇
(
Ci
|C|
)
(7)
where
Aij(C) =
1
||C||2
{∑
ℓ 6=i
−Cℓ
Diℓ
if i = j
Ci
Dij
if i 6= j
.
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Note that (7) is a tensor equation, a 3× 3 system with matrix A for the fluxes
in each coordinate direction. The binary diffusivities Di,j are given constants.
Consider now (7) in a single coordinate direction x. The right hand side
vector G is given by
Gi =
∂
∂x
(
Ci
||C||
)
and the system for the x component of the fluxes J is (7) written in matrix
form:
AJ = G. (8)
The matrix A is not invertible (it has rank 2). The system (8) is solvable only
when the right hand satisfies
G1 +G2 +G3 = 0 (9)
but that is always true for the form of vector X taken as the right hand side. In
mathematical terms, the condition above is the standard one for rank deficient
systems, that X must be perpendicular to the nullspace of AT , which is spanned
by [1, 1, 1]T . The solution fluxes J are not determined uniquely. They are
determined up to a multiple of the nullvector C = [C1, C2, C3]
T of A. The
arbitrary multiple has the physical significance of a molar averaged velocity,
which should be chosen so that the mass average of the fluxes (4) is satisfied.
There are a number of ways to proceed to write modified linear systems for
J of full rank. The first approach, suitable for formulation A of section 2.1 is
to augment J with a scalar ξ and solve the following 4× 4 full rank system
Aˆ


J1
J2
J3
ξ

 =


G1
G2
G3
0

 . (10)
where (written in block form):
Aˆ =


1
A 1
1
M1 M2 M3 0

 .
The variable ξ has the interpretation of a projection distance of the first three
components of the right hand side onto the subspace (9). As long as the right
hand is consistent, the resulting ξ will be zero. This formulation could be useful
in numerical approximations in which (9) is only approximately satisfied. The
same approach can be used to compute the total fluxes Q:
Aˆ


Q1
Q2
Q3
ξ

 =


G1
G2
G3
ρU

 . (11)
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In principle, one could write an analytic expression for Aˆ−1 but it is more
practical to solve (10) or (11) numerically.
We proceed to a second approach that is appropriate for formulation B of
section 2.1, in which the variable C3 is eliminated in favour of the total density
ρ. Considering again (8), it is clear that the first two equations contain all
the information of this rank 2 system. They can be augmented with the mass
averaged velocity condition (4) to make a full rank 3× 3 system:
B

 J1J2
J3

 =

 G1G2
0

 . (12)
where
B =
1
||C||2

 − C2D12 − C3D13 C1D12 C1D13C2
D12
− C1
D12
− C3
D23
C2
D23
M1 M2 M3

 .
where to complete the formulation, the terms C3 above are replaced using (6).
This is a summary of a process that is described in two stages in [12]. In this
formulation, only J1 and J2 are required so only the upper 2 × 2 block of B−1
is required. We call this block −F (it depends on C1, C2 and ρ) and write[
J1
J2
]
= −F
[
G1
G2
]
. (13)
This could be called a Fick formulation in the sense that C3 has been eliminated.
In fact, the similar procedure for fluxes relative to a molar averaged velocity
leads to analytic expressions in [13] (page 80) that are called Fick fluxes. How-
ever, it should be noted that the fluxes J from (13) or equivalently from (12) are
exactly the same as the Maxwell-Stefan fluxes computed from the system (10).
What is typically called Fick diffusion involves the diagonal approximation of
the matrix F which is considered in a representative fuel cell setting below.
The entries of F can be computed analytically:
F11 = ||C||
2 (M3C1D23 +M3C3D12 +M2C2D12)D13
ρ(C1D23 + C2D13 + C3D12)
(14)
F12 = −||C||
2 (M2D12 −M3D13)C1D23
ρ(C1D23 + C2D13 + C3D12)
(15)
F21 = −||C||
2 (M1D12 −M3D23)C2D13
ρ(C1D23 + C2D13 + C3D12)
(16)
F22 = +||C||
2 (M1C1D12 +M3C2D13 +M3C3D12)D23
ρ(C1D23 + C2D13 + C3D12)
. (17)
Above, ρ has been introduced explicitly in some terms but C3 left instead of
replacing it by (6) to simplify the expressions.
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3 Application to PEMC GDL Cathodes
3.1 Cathode Conditions of a PEMFC
We fix the temperature at 350 K at a pressure of 2 barg, standard conditions for
an older Ballard Mk 9 stack with which the authors are familiar [7]. The con-
clusions of the later analysis are not dependent on this exact choice of operating
parameters. We assume the ideal gas law for the cathode gas mixture
P = ||C||RT (18)
with ideal gas constant R. This yields the total molar concentration of gases
to be 104 mol m−3. At the prescribed temperature, we find the saturation
pressure of water to be 4.17×104 Pa [1], which gives a water vapour pressure of
3.13× 104 Pa at 75 % humidity. This corresponds to a molar concentration of
10.7 mol/m3. We assume the fuel cell is using ambient air, where within dry air
the Oxygen concentration is approximately 21% and the Nitrogen concentration
is approximately 79%. This yields cathode inlet concentrations of Oxygen and
Nitrogen of 19.7 and 74.0 mol/m3 respectively. The binary diffusivities Dij are
temperature and pressure dependent [13]. Based on [2], we linearly interpolated
the relations based on experimental data and used the approximate relation that
the diffusivities are inversely proportional to pressure to obtain the values of the
diffusivities in our work. A table summarizing all the constants and parameters
of our study is given in table 1.
Using the values in the table, we can compute the entries of the Fick matrix
F (14-17):
F ≈
[
1.20× 10−3 6.79× 10−5
−4.89× 10−5 1.04× 10−3
]
To a good approximation, F can be taken as a multiple of the identity matrix.
This fits in the framework of “true” Fick diffusion where F is approximated by
||C||D
times the identity matrix. Here, we have identified
D = (1.20 + 1.04)× 10−3/(2||C||) ≈ 1.07× 10−5 m2 s−1
in this model as a very good fit to true Maxwell-Stefan diffusion in this scenario.
This is reinforced by the model computational results below. Several things
should be noted at this point. The resulting fluxes J using the process (13) and
the resulting consistent density equation (3) do not depend on which concen-
tration (C3, Nitrogen, in the case above) is replaced by the density. However,
in the diagonal approximation above, there is a significant difference depending
on which concentration is removed. If C2 (vapour) is removed for example, the
resulting D ≈ 8.99 × 10−6 m2 s−1 and the off diagonal terms are significantly
larger, up to half this value. The Fick model
J = −||C||D∇
(
Ci
|C|
)
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Density Value
Temperature T 350 K
Fuel cell pressure P 3.04× 105 Pa
Humidity H 0.75
Current density I 104 A m−2
Porosity φ 0.74
Permeability κ 10−15 m2
Viscosity µ 2.24× 10−5 kg m−1 s−1
Binary diffusivity Oxygen-Water D12 1.19× 10−5 m2 s−1
Binary diffuisivity Oxygen-Nitrogen D13 1.18× 10−5 m2 s−1
Binary diffusivity Water-Nitrogen D23 9.23× 10−6 m2 s−1
Fick diffusivity D 1.07× 10−5 m2 s−1
Length L 2.5× 10−4 m
Oxygen concentration C1 19.7 mol m
−3
Water vapor concentration C2 10.7 mol m
−3
Nitrogen concentration C3 74.0 mol m
−3
Faraday’s Constant F 9.649× 104 C mol−1
Oxygen molar mass M1 32× 10−3 kg mol−1
Water molar mass M2 18× 10−3 kg mol−1
Nitrogen molar mass M3 28× 10−3 kg mol−1
Oxygen flux Q1 2.59× 10
−2 mol m−2 s−1
Water flux Q2 −5.18× 10−2 mol m−2 s−1
Nitrogen flux Q3 0 mol m
−2 s−1
Ideal gas constant R 8.314 kg m2 mol−1 s−2 K−1
Table 1: Constants and parameters for dry PEMFC cathode transport.
with a single value of D is only fully consistent with Maxwell-Stefan when all
molar masses are identical (or equivalently if the fluxes are relative to a given
molar averaged velocity) and all the binary diffusivities Dij are identical and
equal to D. Considering the numerators of (15-16) in the case of Dij and
Mi being of roughly comparable size as in our case, the off diagonal terms are
reduced by taking C1 and C2 the minority phases (C3 the largest concentration).
This is done in our ordering and is the reason why the diagonal approximation
in this case is so accurate. In addition, keeping C1 (Oxygen concentration) and
C2 (vapour concentration) as unknowns in the fuel cell setting makes sense since
these quantities affect performance while Nitrogen is inert.
3.2 Darcy’s Law and Operating Fluxes
Darcy’s law for porous media states that
U = −
κ
φµ
∇P
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for a permeability κ, porosity φ and viscosity µ. This can be combined with the
ideal gas law (18) to yield:
U = −
κRT
φµ
∇||C||. (19)
It is accepted that this velocity is a mass averaged velocity [3]. We absorb the
coefficients of the gradient above into a single constant
σ =
κRT
φµ
.
Variations of µ with concentration (and temperature) could be considered in a
full model, but since we are interested in formulations of diffusion in this work,
we will leave it as a representative constant.
A typical current density drawn from the fuel cell is I = 104 A/m2 (1
A/cm2). The cathode reaction is
O2 + 4p
+ + 4e− → 2H2O.
Thus the specified current I corresponds to an oxygen flux of
Q1 =
I
4F
≈ 0.0259 mol/s/m2
through the GDL from channel to catalyst sites, where F is Faraday’s constant.
In the scenario below we consider we consider that all product water returns to
the cathode channels
Q2 ≈ −0.0518 mol/s/m2.
As Nitrogen does not react, Q3 = 0.
4 Computing Cathode GDL Gradients from Fluxes
We consider now a one dimensional profile of concentrations C1(x), C2(x) and
C3(x) through the cathode GDL from x = 0 (gas channel boundary) to x = L
(catalyst layer boundary). We will compute the vector C′(0), which we will
denote c, below using the formulas derived above. In other work [11, 10] it is
shown with a scaling argument that C′(x) is constant on [0, L] to leading order.
This result applies to this case as well, so the resulting c describes accurately
the concentration derivative across the GDL.
We begin with the Maxwell-Stefan formulation (11). We can write
G1 =
d
dx
C1
||C||
(0) =
1
C2
(Cc1 − C1(c1 + c2 + c3))
where we have used C as shorthand for ||C|| = C1+C2+C3. Similar expressions
for C2 and C3 can be combined into the expression
G =Mc
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where M is the 3× 3 matrix
1
C2

 C − C1 −C1 −C1−C2 C − C2 −C2
−C3 −C3 C − C3


From Darcy’s Law (19) we have
U = −σ(c1 + c2 + c3)
Combining this in (11) leads to the following system

−1
M −1
−1
−ρσ −ρσ −ρσ 0




c1
c2
c3
ξ

 =

 A
M1 M2 M3



 Q1Q2
Q3


where ξ has the same role as in (10). The equation above is (11) with the right
and left hand sides exchanged and the ξ terms moved to the other side of the
equation. The matrix on the right hand side has size 4 × 3. The results with
the values in Table 1 are given below:
c1 = −2.60× 10
3, c2 = 5.02× 10
3, c3 = −2.42× 10
3 (20)
with units mol m−4. The corresponding
r =
dρ
dx
(0) =M1c1 +M2c2 +M3c3 = −60.6 kg m−4
The main aim of this work is to show that these results are very similar to
the diagonal Fick diffusivity model derived above. This will be done below.
However, we also point out two things from the results above. The first is that
the value of
c1 + c2 + c3 = 0.2039
is four orders of magnitude smaller than the individual values. In this isothermal
situation, the sum above is proportional to the pressure gradient and this result
shows that the bulk transport mechanism of Darcy flow is significantly more
efficient than diffusion. This makes flow between channels in a serpentine flow
field (in which adjacent channels can have a significant pressure drop between
them) important to consider [8].
The second point to make is that over a representative GDL width L of 100
microns, the results above predict an Oxygen concentration change of
c1L = −0.260
which is less than a 2% change in the channel concentration C1. Even consid-
ering larger L values (thicker GDL) or increasing L with tortuousity effects [14]
does not make GDL transport losses significant. This is a reminder that current
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is not limited by dry channel and GDL transport but rather by processes in the
catalyst layer, as is known in the literature ([4] for example). That this change
is small over the GDL is predicted by the scaling arguments in the articles cited
above.
We proceed to computing c1, c2 and r (the density derivative) using the
diagonal Fick approximation of section 3.1. Proceeding as above, we can derive
the system

−σ

 C1 0 00 C2 0
0 0 ρ

N −

 D 0 00 D 0
0 0 0

+ D
C

 C1 0 00 C2 0
0 0 0

N



 c1c2
r


=

 Q1Q2
M1Q1 +M2Q2 +M3Q3


where
N =

 1−M1/M3 1−M2/M3 1/M31−M1/M3 1−M2/M3 1/M3
1−M1/M3 1−M2/M3 1/M3


(N [c1, c2, r]T gives c1 + c2 + c3 in each component). The results with the same
conditions as above are
c1 = −2.49× 10
3, c2 = 4.81× 10
3, r = −58.0
As a reminder, these are the results using the diagonal Fick approximation.
Comparing to the Maxwell Stefan values (20) and the derived r, we see that the
results differ by only a few percent. This was expected from the quality of the
diagonal approximation in section 3.1.
5 Summary
The use of a diagonal Fick diffusivity is equivalent to the Maxwell Stefan dif-
fusion model relative to a mass averaged velocity only when the molar masses
of the species are identical and all binary diffusivities are identical. However,
in the case of a PEMFC cathode with (possibly compressed and humidified)
ambient air as oxidant, it is shown that when oxygen and water vapour are used
as the diffusing species, there is negligible difference in the results of the two
models. Analytic insight into the result is gained with simple algebraic models.
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